
 
 

 

Kilowatt Kitchen is performed by two professional 

actors who lead your K-6 students through a hilarious 

restaurant venture, all while teaching about energy 

conservation and resources.   

In this 25-minute play, top chef Chuck Wagon has 

caused a doozy of a power outage from wasting too 

much energy in the kitchen at Fluffy Spaghetti. It’s up 

to Lorraine Quiche to either fix the problem – or get a 

terrible review from snooty food critic, Eggs Benedict 

Arnold! 

Along with the in-school assembly, digital games and 

activities are provided to expand upon the 

educational content of the program. 
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 How to measure energy 

use 

 

 How energy is wasted 

 

 How we conserve energy 

 

 What renewable 

resources are 
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Order up! 
Got a hankerin’ for a delish 

science dish? Good news – 

we deliver. 
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